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Cronstadt." And I was thinking that it was very unlikely
that I should find a book about Atlantic shipping lines on
that dock that is filled by the tepid tides of the Mediterranean.
. . . And then I reclined beneath that camion.
I saw suddenly the whitewashed interior of the great
chapel on the Mount of Birds—the walls completely covered
with votive pictures representing escapes from every kind
of vehicle, from ploughs and fours-in-hand to steam-rollers
and autobuses. In each case the subject of the picture in the
moment of the accident had prayed to St. Christopher who
presides over the fortunes of those who travel, or are assailed,
by wheels of all kinds. My left shoulder had struck the
inner side of the front wheel of that lorry; my right arm in
its white duck awaited the gradual approach of the right
wheel. The loose fabric of the sleeve was already pinned
down by the wheel. At this moment it still bears the imprim
of the tyre. I said:
"St. Christopher; now's your chance . . ." and remain
a little hazy about what immediately followed. I must have
torn my sleeve from under the wheel, for there is the teai
in the sleeve. And obviously the lorry must have stopped
dead, for there is no bruise on my arm, nor indeed was there
any bruise anywhere.
At any rate, there again I stood up, and was being brushec
down and agitatedly questioned by the municipal chauffeui
in a white tunic and with a face far whiter than his tunic,
I guess he was the fellow who really got it in the neck,
A little crowd naturally collected. And there still stood the
little English girl'perfectly rigid and as white as the chauffeur
but as correct as little English girls must always be, carrying
a basket of fruit. A policeman strolled up and, when he
found that no claim for damages was to be made againsi
the municipality who employed him, took no furthei
interest in the matter. A number of people asked me if 1
was all right and I said I was all right. They all shook theii
heads and remarked that it was the after-effects that would
be the worst. The little English girl said hoarsely that ]
had better go and buy my book about the Atlantic. She was
rather severe with me for having collected a crowd—whidt

